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Part B: General Conditions 

1) The licensee shall file an Annual Report with the Board, with a copy to the inspector, not 
later than March 31St of the year following the calendar year reported which shall contain 
the following information: 
 
a. Tabular summaries for each of the ferry landings (67.4571N/133.7611W - Inuvik Side, 

67.4467N/133.7444W - Ft. McPherson Side and 67.4470N/133.7397W - Tsiigehtchic 
Side), specifying the volumes of granular materials placed/ recovered, the date of 
placement/recovery, the difference between volumes placed and volumes recovered, 
and the source of granular material; 
 
Tabular summaries are attached to this report in appendix A. 
 

b. A detailed record of the community meeting referred to in Part B, Item 5; 
 
Please see the attached minutes (Appendix B) from community meetings held in 
Tsiigehtchic and Fort McPherson on July 12th, 2016 and July 14th, 2016, respectively. 
 

c. A summary of activities under the approved Local Area Monitoring Plan referred to in 
Part B, Item 7; 
 
A summary of the 2016 Local Area Monitoring Plan is attached to this report in 
Appendix C. 
 

d. A copy of the completed waste log referred to in Part D, Item 3; 
 
No wastes were generated in 2016 other than those reported in Part B, Item 1 a. 
 

e. A description of sediment and control measures referred to in Part C, Item 2, and an 
assessment of the effectiveness; 
 
There is a program in place to minimize use of new granular material and to use suitable 
equipment to adjust landings accordingly in order to help control any sedimentary 
issues. The procedure is to utilize the granular material currently in place, and if any 
granular materials are placed it is removed as soon as conditions permit. These 
measures have been effective as there has been no granular material placed in either 
2015 or 2016. 
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INF submitted a Sedimentation Report, as was required under the Water Licence, in 
October 2016. The Report, which can be found on the GLWB’s Public Registry, provides 
a rationale to consider factors aside from ferry landing operations as the main 
contributors of sediment to the riverine system, such as weathering, erosion, scour, and 
the naturally occurring annual sediment load of the river system, to name a few. 
 

f. A list of unauthorized discharges; 
 
No unauthorized discharges occurred as a result of ferry landing operations and 
maintenance during the 2016 operating season. 
 

g. An outline of any spill training and communications exercises carried out; 
 
There were no formal spill training and communications exercises carried out 
specifically for the purposes of this licence; however, periodic spill training and 
communication exercises associated with the Marine Operations are undertaken 
regularly. Any pre-season revisions to the spill contingency plan are communicated and 
distributed to the contractor and employees. All marine employees have taken oil spill 
response training, which is included in the training program in order to be employed on 
board the vessels and onshore. 
 

h. Any revisions to the approved Spill Contingency Plan; 
 
No revisions to the approved Spill Contingency Plan were made in 2016. 
 

i. Any other details on water use or waste disposal requested by the Board by November 
1st of the year being reported; 

 
The Board did not request any other details on water use or waste disposal during the 
2016 Ferry Landing operational year. 
 
As noted above, INF was required under the water licence to submit a Sedimentation 
Report to the GLWB. 
 

j. A summary of any studies conducted or in progress 

As of the submission date of this report, there were no studies conducted or in progress 
other than that which is referred to in part c. of this report.  

 



 

 

 

Appendix A:  
Tabular Summaries of Granular Deposits/Withdrawals on the Peel River Ferry Landings 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

2016 Mackenzie River Pit Run - Combined Inuvik Landing, Tsiigehtchic Landing, and Ft. MacPherson Landing 

Inuvik Landing Tsiigehtchic Landing McPherson Landing 

All Material From Frog Creek  (m³) All Material From Frog Creek (m³) All Material From Frog Creek (m³) 

Date Placement 
(m³) Date Withdrawal 

(m³) Date Placement 
(m³) Date Withdrawal 

(m³) Date Placement 
(m³) Date Withdrawal 

(m³) 

5/31/2015 0  1200 6/1/2015 0  1500  0  1500 

Total 0 Total 0 Total 0 Total 0 Total 0 Total 0 

 Balance: -1200  Balance: -1500  Balance: -1500 

Total Gravel Balance (m³) for G15L8-002 Type B Water Licence for the Operation and Maintenance of the Mackenzie River and Arctic Red River Ferry Landings: -4200 
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Detailed Community Meeting Minutes 
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MINUTES 

Mackenzie River Ferry Landing Water Licence Annual Meeting 

Chief Paul Niditchie School Gymnasium, Tsiigehtchic NWT 

July 12, 2016 

Participants: 
Grace Blake 
Roxanne MacLeod 
Elaine Blake 
Anna May MacLeod 
Peter Ross 
Russell 
Ben 

Department of Transportation: 
Herbert Blake, Marine Manager  
Alexis Campbell, Environmental Analyst 
Scott Lundrigan, Field Environment Coordinator 

1. WELCOME AND OPENING COMMENTS
- Introduction and why this meeting is necessary  
- Reviewed what was spoken to at last years meeting 

2. REVIEW OF THE 2015 LAMP
- Alexis describe the aspects of the LAMP and went over the results of the 2015 LAMP

3. OPEN DISCUSSION

• Herbert – The new Water Licence that was issues to DOT in November 2015 was amended further.
Nothing in the license has changed besides the language and a few date for submissions. We are obligated
under the license to hold an annual meeting. (Then went on to discuss the granular amounts used last
year, which are included in the annual report submitted to the GLWB). DOTs focus is taking gravel out of
the river and not putting it in. Last year we took much more gravel out of the river than we put it. The
department is generous with the removed gravel. We gave the excess gravel to the community and
church. The excess and damaged timber was given to the church for stabilization of the foundation.

• Grace – The access gravel and timber given by the department is much appreciated.

• Herbert – Last season ran late – operated until November 8th. There were no breakdowns or issues on the
ferry. This spring we removed the existing haul and replaced it with new steel. The next refit will be the
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deck and 4 new engines. There were a few engine problems in the spring but they are all fixed now. The 
refit of the deck and new engines is a good opportunity for the community (in regards to contracts). There 
was 1 minor spill (10L), and under the SCP we are obligated to report any size spill that occurred. All 
vessels are equipped with a spill kit, as well as the commercial vehicles. The environmental risk is 
minimized with the amount of spill response equipment. We have also cut down on fuel consumption and 
emission by waiting 10 minutes at each ferry landing instead of heading out as soon as everyone has come 
aboard. We have been doing this for the past 2 years and already seeing great results.  

 
• Grace- Can you talk about the mechanic? 
 
• Herbert – Red River Mechanical is now in charge of all equipment servicing. They are good mechanics and 

have been very busy. We also rent as much equipment from Red River Mechanical as possible. We need to 
find a way to get rid of the replaced steel/metal. The contract (for the ferry) got extended (grizzly marine) 
until December, and not sure what will happen after that.  

 
• Peter- How do you contain an oil spill? 
 
• Herbert – Spill kits are onboard and there is other spill containment equipment, such as booms. There is a 

SCP for both of the ferry landings which outline what steps to take. 
 
• Peter- When I started working on the ferry in 1980 we had a boat with all the spill stuff on it. Want spill 

equipment on the landings and not only on the ferry. 
 
• Herbert – noted. Will take that back to HQ 
 
• Peter – Margret wants to go fishing in August. If you guys can move down a bit (from the high water level 

ferry landing) that would be great. 
 
• Herbert – We will do that. We are hoping to move to the lower water level landing by the end of next 

week. 
 
• Peter – Worried about spills. Want to keep the booms on the ferry and not in the yard shop 
 
• Herbert – (to grace) I want to work with the community on spill training as they also construct and 

maintain the ice road crossing, which carries the potential for a spill. 
 
• Grace – That would be good  
 
• Peter – Thank you Herbert for recovering the gravel. Keep doing that we really appreciate it. 
 
• Herbert – Will keep doing it all summer 
 
• Peter – What is the duration of the WL? 
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• Grace – 5 years 
 
• Herbert – Nothing has changed in the license. We still need to stay engaged and communicate  
 
• Grace – No other concerns? Thank you all for coming 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Government of the Northwest Territories, Department of Infrastructure (INF), formerly the 
Department of Transportation (DOT), is required to monitor the impacts of gravel depositions to 
the Ferry Landings on the Peel and Mackenzie Rivers as a condition of water licence G15L8-001 
which has been acquired to maintain and operate ferry landings in the Gwich’in Region of the 
NWT.  As a result, the Local Area Monitoring Plan (LAMP) was submitted by the then DOT to 
the Gwich’in Land and Water Board (GLWB) and subsequently approved by the GLWB prior to 
the 2012 ferry season operations. The LAMP was a five year study intended to give a snapshot of 
river and fishery conditions during the spring and fall seasons. 
 
In 2015 the previous water licence, G99L8-001, ended and a renewal of the licence was sought by 
the Department of Transportation. After renewal, DOT sought an amendment to some of the 
terms and conditions during which, a commitment was made to continue the LAMP program for 
one additional year beyond the original 5 licence period commitment. This was meant to ensure 
that background data continued to be gathered while a new monitoring plan was developed as is 
required by the new water licence. In 2017, the Department of Transportation merged with the 
Department of Public Works and Services (PWS) to form the Department of Infrastructure. A 
LAMP Summary Report accompanies this report as a separate document and is meant to 
summarize LAMP activities undertaken during the previous water licence.  
 
This interim report details LAMP activities undertaken during the 2016 ferry landing operating 
season. 
  
Field data (bathymetry) for the 2016 LAMP Report was gathered in July and September, reflecting 
ice-free periods of high water flow (spring) and low water flow (fall).  Fish harvest information, 
gathered from local residents is meant to reflect these same periods of water flow.  As with all plans 
a certain level of flexibility is required in both the field activities and the reporting in order to 
accommodate varying conditions, circumstances, additional resources, and contingency planning. 
 
Bathymetric and fish harvest data from the 2016 field season are presented here and reflect that 
which was gathered in previous years. Water levels vary between the two periods sampled and 
Whitefish continues to be the main fish species caught with two varieties, Broad Whitefish and 
Lake Whitefish, making up the majority of total fish harvested. Landing survey data continued to 
be the most difficult piece of information to gather and to get a result from, this has been noted 
throughout the LAMP program mostly as a result of technical difficulties. Technical issues could 
be a result of topography creating problems with the signal being received by the GPS or may 
simply be an issue with the GPS unit itself. 
 
The intent of this report is to present a snapshot of the river at two points in during the year and as 
a result does not attempt to draw any conclusions about the trends in the data in relation to the 
ferry landings and/or the ferry operations on the Mackenzie River. 
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Section 1.0 INTRODUCTION LOCAL AREA MONITORING PLAN 

The LAMP is a monitoring program designed to capture indicators of environmental impacts through 
the collection of 1) fishing harvesting data, 2) bathymetric morphology measurement, and 3) gravel 
placement data collected at the Mackenzie and Peel River ferry landings.  

Fish data collection is built on fish harvest information contributed voluntarily by the community 
during the annual fishing seasons (Spring & Fall). INF solicits information from fish harvesters of the 
community of Ft. McPherson in an effort to accurately record the number of fish being caught, the 
location from which they were harvested, and the species harvested.  

Bathymetric monitoring is conducted during the late spring and late fall seasons, which captures river 
bottom depths during high-water conditions (July) and in low-water conditions (September/October).  

Bathymetric measurements are taken from a boat by using an electronic GPS/Sonar and recording 
river bottom depth(s) at 100m intersection intervals. The device receives depth measurement digitally, 
which is then recorded manually, and the data is transferred to a GIS software program where a map 
image was produced. The mapping images used in this year’s report (2016) and the previous three 
reports (2013, 2014 and 2015) were produced by the GNWT Centre for Geomatics using the raw field 
data; the image produced is far superior to those used in the earliest LAMP report. 

The third component of the LAMP is the ferry landing surveys. The ferry landing licenses specify a 
maximum balance of 500 m³ of fill material be deposited as waste at each of the landing sites. The 
annual measurements of the landings serve to establish each landing’s physical extent into the river 
annually and also provide an estimate of the volume of fill in the landings at these events. To do so, 
standard survey methods have been deployed (height, distance and width) to calculate the volume of fill 
within the landings. Combined with volume calculations required in the licences, this monitoring could 
give some insight on the relationship between gravel placement, fill management and fish harvesting. 
However, in practice, this particular aspect of the LAMP has been the most difficult to quantify and 
qualify as a result of technical issues (GPS malfunction) and because the subjective nature of 
delineating the landings does not make for an easily repeatable measurement. A researcher could go 
back to the same landing on consecutive days and because of any number of factors including water 
levels, traffic volumes, and O&M work enacting on the landings, the delineation could vary and give an 
entirely different result.  

The Annual Report will be distributed to the Gwich’in Land and Water Board in hard copy format 
and in electronic format via email.  The GNWT, Department of Infrastructure, made a commitment 
to the Gwichya Gwich’in Renewable Resources Council that all traditional information collected would 
remain the property of the Gwich’in community including all original maps and data depicting 
traditional fishing locations and techniques. Any further inquiries regarding the annual mapping data 
should be directed to the respective Gwich’in RRC. All other parties can receive a copy of the Annual 
Reports by requesting one from the Gwich’in Land and Water Board. 
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Section 2.0 THE 2011 LOCAL AREA MONTIORING PLAN  
 
Description of the Monitoring Area  
 
Arctic Red and Mackenzie River Monitoring Area: 
 
The Arctic Red and Mackenzie River Monitoring Area included a grid length of 1820m along the 
Mackenzie River and a maximum width of 1560m at the North end of the Grid. The grid also 
extends up the Arctic Red River where it meets the (former) temporary ferry landing. Fish 
harvesters were interviewed about their annual fishing habits within this area but also were allowed 
to report on fish at any location on the image. Fewer depth intervals were recorded in 2016 than 
the originally established 231 intervals; this is a result of drifting locations on the fish finder but it is 
not clear if this is due to environmental interference or an issue with electronic equipment used in 
the field. 
 

 
  
                  

Figure 2.1 –Mackenzie River Monitoring Grid   
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3.0   METHODS & DISCUSSION 
 
Fish Harvest Survey 
 
During LAMP acitivites, the community of Tsiigehtchic was represented by the Gwichya Gwich’in 
Renewable Resources Council.  The RRC coordinator ran a media advertisement to acquire a 
project interviewer. The interviewer then collected the fish harvester’s personal information and 
traditional fishing knowledge including fish net locations used and numbers of fish caught. Fish 
harvesters were asked to locate their nets and the provide fish harvesting information on maps of 
the study location. The data is then interpreted by INF Environmental Analysts and placed into an 
Excel spreadsheet and onto Google Earth where a set of coordinates can be associated with the 

nets. These coordinates are 
then placed into another 
Excel spreadsheet and 
forwarded on to the GNWT 
Centre for Geomatics in 
order to produce a series of 
map images showing fish net 
locations. Note: As per a 
request by the community, 
traditional fish harvesting 
information is not 
represented here. 
 
 
In total 9 fishnets were 
reported on during the 2016 

spring and fall seasons. 8 fish harvesters reported their catches, three had multiple nets, and two of 
the harvesters were women. All harvesters interviewed, except for one, responded they’d been 
fishing “All their lives” so an average age of fish harvester is not available. One of the harvesters 
indicated 20+ years of experience. The reported total number of fish caught in 2016 is shown in 
table 3.2 below. 
 
All comments indicated that the fish were in good shape and healthy; one haravester noted the 
time to fish was about 2 weeks earlier; and another commented to say that fish were good but in 
the past they had sores on them. Of those interviewed, 60% set their nets 10 to 20 times during the 
season while the remaining 40% set their nets 1 to 5 times or only twice. No incidences of “0 fish 
caught” were reported. A community meeting to discuss the LAMP has not yet been scheduled 
but INF anticipates holding one during the summer. This report will be forwarded to the RRC 
with an open invitation to voice all concerns and questions heard by community members to the 
INF representative either before the meeting or during. 
  

Figure 3.1 - Fish Species Documented.   
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Table 3.1 Distribution of fish species caught in 2016. 
Broad Whitefish 2900 
Lake Whitefish 1127 
Northern Pike 116 
Burbot 92 
Inconnu 1171 
 
Annual distribution of fish caught from 2011-2016 can be found in Appendix A. 
 
Measurement of Bathymetry on the Arctic Red and Mackenzie River   
 
In 2016 depths were taken on the Arctic Red and Mackenzie River using a Depth/Fish finder 
Lowrance “Mark-4”. A sounder was temporarily attached to the back of the boat, which was 
Captained by a member of the community of Tsiigehtic, and placed in the water in order to record 
depths at pre-programmed waypoints as indicated by the study grid. As the boat passed over-top of 
the waypoints a depth was marked by one Analyst and called out to a recorder who then wrote 
them in a field book. The points were then recorded in an excel spreadsheet and sent to the 
GNWT Centre for Geomatics along with the associated waypoint locations for interpretation into 
maps.  
 
During the depth recording there were locations where the boat was unable to go without risk of 
running aground and becoming stuck.  In these locations the depth was estimated at “<1” (less than 
one) and recorded as such, however this format was not recognizable by the GIS mapping program 
in use.  These were recorded as “1” for mapping purposes but listed as (<1) in the map legend in 
order to show where these shallow conditions were encountered. On the maps (Appendix B), the 
darker blue sections are the deepest parts of the study area while the red areas are the shallowest.  
 
In 2016, an ongoing issue with bathymetry locations “drifting” off the study plot as it is shown on 
the Mark 4 fish finder, resulted in a number of missing measurements. These gaps in the data can 
be seen on the bathymetry maps and it does make it more difficult to note trends in the depth 
from 2016. The map from the spring/summer seems to show a shallow section through the middle 
of the river which is a marked difference compared to maps from previous reports. It is possible 
that this is mostly due to the “data drift” noted above, as when we look at the 2016 Fall Bathymetry 
Map, a period of annually low water, we see depths more like those of previous years: deeper up 
the middle, a more shallow area north of the Inuvik landing and also west of the Tsiigehtchic 
landing where the Arctic Red River empties into the Mackenzie River. 
 
Full sized maps from 2016 can be found in Appendix B. 
 
Physical Survey of the Landings 
 
The landing surveys are normally conducted by Environmental Analysts of the Department of 
Infrastructure using survey methods that include measuring the ferry landings length, width and 
height and taking/recording GPS waypoints at four points (corners). However, in 2016 these 
measurements were not recorded. While this is not ideal, INF notes that the information here is 
often the most difficult to qualify due to the subjective nature of delineating where the landing 
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actually begins (where the material has been placed/shaped) due to a number of factors enacting 
on the landings (noted on page 2 of this report). 
 
The most accurate depiction of granular used on the landings comes from the numbers recorded 
during operations and supplied by INF in the ferry landing water licence annual reports, see the 
2016 Annual Report for complete details. 
 
 
4.0   CONCLUSION 
 
Environmental Analysis  
 
The goal of this report is to provide a snapshot of river conditions at two points during the year by 
recording observations made by both INF staff and members of the community of Tsiigehtchic. 
The data and observations presented in the above report describe a healthy, dynamic ecosystem of 
fish and fish habitat. Water levels this year were quite high and the fish surveys completed by 
community members indicate fish numbers and fish health were good.  
 
An issue in the reporting which continues to be a point of consideration for future reporting/future 
fieldwork is the difference between the ferry landing survey estimates and the amount of materials 
actually placed on the landings. The easiest explanation for this is that the difference is almost 
certainly related to the water level in relation to the ferry landing at the time of the survey. It is also 
worth mentioning that the height of the landing, the point from which that measurement begins 
and ends, is subjective to an extent and based upon professional judgment of where the natural 
ground begins and the top of the landing ends.  
 
All the activities contained in the Local Area Monitoring Plan are aimed at delivering a series of 
maps and tables. Both are important instruments to use in the interpretation of the data collected 
and together they seek to demonstrate the relationship between the fish harvest, the changes in the 
river bathymetry and their relationship to depositions of gravel recorded at the ferry landings; this 
is the most effective way of communicating this information. In terms of meeting the deliverable, 
the maps show fish net locations as they relate to the changes in river morphology and the 
bathymetric maps are detailed enough to indicate changes in elevations around the ferry landings 
from year to year. 
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Appendix A 
 
 

Table of Fish Harvest Information 2011-2016 
 



 
 

 

Year of 
Fish 
Survey 

# of 
Fishermen/Women 
Reported 

Broad 
Whitefish 

Lake 
Whitefish 

Northern 
Pike 

Burbot Inconnu 

2016 9 2900 1127 116 92 1171 
2015 10 1518 833 37 9 582 
2014 12 3916 723 10 9 55 
2013 21 5402 1426 159 333 1232 
2012 21 7207 3254 106 126 1821 
2011 28 7300 2472 112 49 2014 
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Bathymetric Maps of Ferry Landing Study Area 2016 
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